Waypoints VAKE 2019

Waypoints for VAKE is given in x/y-coordinates in the local UTM zone.
Make sure your GPS is set to the following formats before you plot the coordinates:
Position format: UTM/UPS
Map Datum:
WGS 84

Note: In the list below, the east coordinate (x) is listed first, then the north coordinate (y)
This is because most Garmin GPS-devices show the coordinates this way.

Columns with red background – powerline crossing or walking zone. Follow instructions!
Columns with green background – manned checkpoints with mandatory rest.

Cut off limits are arrival times. To continue after mandatory rest, you must be at the
checkpoint before cut off time.

Starboard rounding:
Both contestants keep the rounding point (flag, cairn/varde, poles) at their right side when
turning around it. You approach left of the point and turn right around it.

Port rounding
Both contestants approach right of and turn left around the object. Object always on left
side when turning.

Passing powerlines
The waypoint is there to lead you to the desired area to pass. You must secure and pack the
kites at the red plastic tripod.
How you pack the kites is up to you, but lines must be winded up to the bar. You can pack
kites completely, carry them, secure them to the pulka etc., but they must be secured or
carried in a way that they under no circumstances can catch wind and end up in the power
lines or prevent other teams from passing.

Name

Datum /UTM
zone
1 Start Berlevåg WGS84 / 35W
2 Eidelvhytta

WGS84 / 35W

3 Raggovidda

WGS84 / 35W

4 Buefjell

WGS84 / 35W

5 Store Buevann WGS84 / 35W

Position

Information

0574972 x
7862856 y
0569622 x
7857681 y
0567608 x
7843490 y
0571650 x
7832099 y
0575918 x
7832018 y

Start | Community House
Skiing/skinning to launching zone
Waypoint | Cabin

Powerline point

Manned waypoint | Lake
418 m
Waypoint| Small lake
Stop and land kites at the
waypoint! Ski with
packed/secured kites under 2
powerlines downhill to road.
Cross the road, then launch kites
Waypoint | NB! The point is 1 km
past the cairn /varden
Starboard rounding
Manned checkpoint| Lake | 2
hours mandatory rest | First aid
service | Result service | Heated
tent
Waypoint | Mountain peak
464 m | Port rounding

6 Storkløftfjellet WGS84 / 35W

0587270 x
7827976 x

7 Stjernevann
2 hours
mandatory rest

WGS84 / 35W

0576450 x
7821167 y

8 Mattavarri

WGS84 / 35W

0567527 x
7796054 y

9 Jakobselva
1 hour
mandatory rest

WGS84 / 35W

0585648 x
7798846 y

10 Urdfjellet

WGS84 / 35W

0590581 x
7798065 y

11 Reinelvfjellet WGS84 / 35W

0590299 x
7792251 y

Waypoint

12 Gjelhaugane

WGS84 / 35W

0594170 x
7787383 y

Waypoint

13 „345“

WGS84 / 35W

0597375 x
7787063 y

Small cabin | Starboard rounding

14 Makkfjellet

WGS84 / 35W

0595572 x
7779809 y

Waypoint

Manned checkpoint| 1 hour
mandatory rest | Entering
National Park | 30 teams to
continue
Cut off (arrival time) Thursday
18:00
Waypoint

15 Shitwood

WGS84 / 35W

0598435 x
7783221 y

Ok, do you take the chance to
sail through (possible) or walk?

16 Vadsø
2 hours
mandatory rest

WGS84 / 35W

0605600 x
7779540 y

17 Falkefjell
Peak 545

WGS84 / 35W

0607342 x
7794363 y

18 Komagvær

WGS84 / 36W

0406129 x
7795649 y

19 Kråketua

WGS84 / 36W

20 “159”

WGS84 / 36W

21 Oksevannet
(Bull Lake)
22 Smelror/
Vardø

WGS84 / 36W

0412680 x
7797601 y
0417070 x
7801400 y
0419318 x
7804751 y
0424695 x
7810117 y

Manned checkpoint | 2 hours
mandatory rest | First aid service
| Result service | Heated tent
Cut off (arrival time): Friday
11:00
Waypoint | Mountain peak |
cairn/varde | Starboard rounding
of cairn/varde
Land kites before the waypoint
and walk to launching point
Follow marked trail or other
given instructions
Cut off (arrival time): Saturday
10.00
Waypoint | Keep south of
Nartional Park boarder
Waypoint | Keep South of
National Park boarder
Lake | You are closing in!

23 Finish
Vardø

WGS84 / 36W

WGS84 / 36W

0424649 x
7808582 y

Waypoint | Starboard rounding!
Finish line in sight!
YOU MADE IT!
Deadline Saturday 12.00
If you will not reach Vardø, get to
road. Pick up by road at 12.30

